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Thank you for your commitment to 

increasing the value of the mail.  

The U.S. Postal Service truly 

appreciates your innovation, 

commitment to the mail and your 

continued partnership.
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Congratulations to all of the 
customer award winners 
and PCC Leadership award 
winners!
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Thank you.
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United States Postal Service Partnership for 
Growth Award 

Each year, at the National Postal Forum, the U.S. Postal Service honors one 
organization with the prestigious Partnership for Growth Award. The winning 
organization embodies forward-thinking, innovative solutions, and has made 
significant achievements to excel in the industry. The Postmaster General, and 
Executive Leadership Team personally select the award winner. Recipients of 
this award have successfully worked with the U.S. Postal Service to enhance 
the value of what we deliver everyday – mail and packages. 

The 2020 Partnership for Growth winner is Poshmark.

Headquartered in Redwood City, California, Poshmark is a social commerce 
platform for the next generation of retailers and shoppers. Through technology, 
the company’s mission is to build the world’s most connected shopping 
experience, while empowering people to build thriving retail businesses. Since 
launching in 2011, Poshmark has become a vibrant social shopping community 
with eight million Seller Stylists helping 60 million users discover items they love 
from over 100 million listings. 
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Mailing and Digital Innovation Award

The Mailing and Digital Innovation Award recognizes companies that have 
disrupted the traditional mailing landscape and created innovative solutions that 
put value in the mail stream. Each company has leveraged new technologies 
to drive growth, achieve its business objectives and prove mail combined with 
digital is a winning combination.

Area Award Winners
ꢀ ■ Southern 
  Valpack 
ꢀ ■ Capital Metro
  Washington College
 ■ Eastern
  ALSAC/St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
 ■ Great Lakes
  Kiwanis International
 ■ Northeast
  Simplisafe
 ■ Pacific
  GUESS?, Inc
 ■ Western
  Oregon Humane Society
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Shipping and eCommerce Innovation Award

The Shipping and eCommerce Innovation Award acknowledges customers 
who have pushed the boundaries of the eCommerce landscape to accelerate 
package growth. These companies have created improved fulfillment 
processes, utilizing advanced software and technological capabilities to get 
customers’ packages to them ahead of their competition. Each company’s use 
of U.S. Postal Service shipping products has resulted in a winning partnership 
that drives growth and improves the customer experience.

Area Award Winners

 ■ Southern  
  1-800-Petmeds
 ■ Capital Metro
  Carter’s, Inc.
 ■ Eastern
  Gordon Companies Inc.
 ■ Great Lakes
  Babbitt’s Online
 ■ Northeast
  DribbleUp Inc.
 ■ Pacific
  BlendJet
 ■ Western
  TYME
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Data Driven Excellence Award

The Data Driven Excellence Award acknowledges customers who have utilized 
the Informed Visibility platform to improve the customer experience. Each 
company has leveraged the data to pinpoint areas of opportunity to provide 
more visibility and identify areas to better target mailings.

Award Winners
 ■ DVD.com, A Netflix Company
 ■ Mystic Logistics, Inc.
 ■ Snailworks
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Informed Innovation Award

The Informed Innovation Award recognizes companies that have created an 
Informed Delivery campaign. Each company has leveraged the new technology 
to drive growth and proved that mail combined with digital is a winning 
combination.

Award Winners
 ■ State Farm Insurance
 ■ Citi
 ■ Macy’s
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THE MAILING AND DIGITAL INNOVATION AWARD

Valpak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc 
St Petersburg, FL

Based in St. Petersburg, FL, Valpak is a premier direct mail and digital 
marketing company offering targeted advertising solutions that work to deliver 
measurable results to thousands of valued partners nationwide. Their suite of 
powerful products identifies the right consumer for every offer and provides 
strategic insights into consumer behavior that deliver results. 

Valpak recently enriched their multichannel customer experience with Valpak 
PlusOne™, an innovative, fully trackable postcard-size piece, mailed alongside 
their iconic Blue Envelope of Savings®. By leveraging the value of Informed 
Delivery and the strong partnership Valpak has with the U.S. Postal Service, 
Valpak PlusOne™ has generated new data-sourcing techniques and campaign 
strategies in support of retargeted campaigns. This consultative approach is 
helping Valpak drive results for businesses and provide more local savings to 
demographically targeted neighborhoods near you.

Area Awards SOUTHERN
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THE SHIPPING AND ECOMMERCE INNOVATION AWARD

PetMed Express. Inc. 
Delray Beach, FL

PetMed Express. Inc., also known as 1-800-PetMeds, is an online pet 
pharmacy based in Delray Beach, FL, engaging in the provision and marketing 
of prescription and non-prescription pet medications, health products and other 
supplies for dogs and cats. PetMed Express markets products through national 
television, online and direct mail and print advertising campaigns. PetMeds 
utilizes the U.S. Postal Service for approximately 90% of their Business to 
Customer shipments, resulting in 2.9 Million packages shipped during 2019.

PetMeds launched a loyalty program aimed at growing and retaining their 
customer base, while taking steps to continue to increase delivery optimization, 
customer satisfaction and reducing their environmental impact. PetMeds hopes 
that 2020 will be a year of growth. As a company, PetMeds’ number one 
priority is customer service and we are able to achieve this in part with a strong 
partnership with the U.S. Postal Service.
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THE MAILING AND DIGITAL INNOVATION AWARD

Washington College 
Chestertown, MD

Do you. Do it all. Do it here. Washington College (WC) is here for the student 
who wants to unearth secrets of American history, or someone who wants to 
dive headfirst into the study of the Chesapeake Bay, or the student who has 
always been on the hunt for the perfect ampersand stamp for an antique letter 
press. There is no limit to the learning opportunities at Washington College. 
Find what makes you, you.

Washington College is a private, independent liberal arts college in 
Chestertown, MD. There are 1,480 students from 29 countries attending. 
Washington College created an Informed Delivery (ID) campaign with 
a ride-along image with the purpose of increasing web traffic and their 
online presence for their website. With this campaign, Washington College 
experienced a 57% open rate, exceeding their initial target. They see ID as 
a viable channel to bridge digital and physical media and plan to use ID with 
future campaigns.

Area Awards CAPITAL METRO
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THE SHIPPING AND ECOMMERCE INNOVATION AWARD

Carter’s Inc.
Atlanta, GA

The William Carter Company, headquartered in Atlanta, GA., is the largest 
branded apparel maker in the United States exclusively for babies and young 
children. The company markets its items under the Carter’s OshKosh B’Gosh, 
and Skip Hop brands, as well as private labels such as Child of Mine, Just One 
You, and Simple Joys. Carter’s sells wholesale to 17,000+ department and 
specialty stores. Carter’s also sells products online, operating approximately 
850 Carter’s and OshKosh stores in the United Sates, and 200 retail stores in 
Canada.
 
Carter’s updated their Manhattan software and partnered with Logistyx to 
increase performance times for their Ship-from-Store operations. Carter’s 
software also provides a returns solution, bridging their retail and ecommerce 
operations. Carter’s deployed iPads/IPods in their retail stores that synced with 
U.S. Postal Service’s Automation Proficiency Improvement (API) to compile 
and aggregate products by order number, complete orders in stores, generate 
shipping labels within those stores and request package pickup. This allowed 
Carter’s to achieve strategic internal metrics, reduce transit times and improve 
visibility, paving the way for a simplified returns process to enhance their 
customer’s experience
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THE MAILING AND DIGITAL INNOVATION AWARD

ALSAC/St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 
Memphis, TN

The American Lebanese Syrian Associated Charities (ALSAC), headquartered 
in Memphis, TN, was founded by Danny Thomas in 1957.  The vision was to 
bring awareness and funding to the St. Jude Children’s Hospital. No child is 
denied treatment based on race, religion, or a family’s ability to pay. ALSAC’s 
sole mission is to advance cures, and means of prevention, for pediatric 
catastrophic diseases through research and treatment. ALSAC is the largest 
healthcare related charity in the United States.
 
Despite being a non-profit organization, ALSAC purchased 12+ million 
Forever Stamps to deliver First-Class direct mail pieces to their most valued 
benefactors. ALSAC included a certificate of appreciation, a letter of thanks, 
and a self-addressed stamped envelope for their next donation. In 2019, 
ALSAC mailed approximately 328 million mail pieces to raise donations 
which fund 75% of St. Jude’s operations. ALSAC processed and mailed 
900+ Marketing Mail pieces that included the U.S. Postal Service Informed 
Delivery campaign, to elevate awareness and drum up donations from future 
humanitarians, increasing response rate by 35%, paving the way for higher 
donor participation and funding.

Area Awards EASTERN
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THE SHIPPING AND ECOMMERCE INNOVATION AWARD

Gordon Companies Inc
Cheektowaga, NY

Gordon Companies Incorporated, located in Cheektowaga, NY, is a 
manufacturer, importer, wholesaler, and retailer of fine goods. Gordon 
Companies Inc.’s family of brands includes Christmas Central, Pool Central, 
Northlight, Dave’s Christmas Wonderland, and Christmas.com. Gordon 
Companies’ self-built shipping software completely automates the shipping 
process, allowing them to sell and ship across multiple platforms. Gordon 
Companies streamlined its shipping process to utilize the best service at the 
fastest speed and best price.

By working closely with the U.S. Postal Service, Gordon Companies was able 
to maximize cost savings by shipping products via First-Class and Priority 
Mail. This partnership allowed Gordon Companies to improve time in transit, 
eliminate carrier surcharges and reduce its dimensional pricing. Thanks to 
their innovative software and partnership with the U.S. Postal Service, Gordon 
Companies Inc. saw a growth of more than 200% this year over SPLY. With 
new websites and distribution centers set to open soon, Gordon Companies 
Inc. are sure to be a presence in the eCommerce market for a long time to 
come.
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THE MAILING AND DIGITAL INNOVATION AWARD

Kiwanis International 
Indianapolis, IN

Kiwanis International is a global organization of clubs and members dedicated 
to serving the children of the world. Kiwanis and its family of clubs, including 
Circle K International for university students, Key Club for students age 14-18, 
Builders Club for students age 11-14, K-Kids for students age 6-12 and Aktion 
Club for adults with disabilities, annually dedicate more than 18.5 million service 
hours and raise $100 million to strengthen communities and serve children. 
The Kiwanis International family comprises more than 551,000 adult and youth 
members in 80 nations and geographic areas. 

Kiwanis is always looking to maximize exposure in the most financially 
responsible ways. The 105-year-old organization used an Informed Delivery 
Campaign to increase touch points and add digital reach to physical mail 
pieces sent as part of a 2019 fundraising campaign for the Kiwanis Children’s 
Fund. The Informed Delivery Campaign was divided into 5 segments in order to 
track response rates by current members, former members, leaders, renewals 
and lapsed accounts. The Kiwanis Informed Delivery Campaign reached 12% 
of their mailing list, had an average open rate of 64% and an average click 
through rate of 2.63%. This Informed Delivery Campaign created an even 
stronger partnership between Kiwanis and the U.S. Postal Service with Kiwanis 
already creating additional engagement opportunities with mail this year.

Area Awards GREAT LAKES
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THE SHIPPING AND ECOMMERCE INNOVATION AWARD

Babbitt’s Online 
Muskegon, MI

Babbitt’s Sports Center, founded in Muskegon, Michigan in 1965, is the #1 
powersports dealer in the Country, and largest powersports Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) parts provider in the world. Babbitt’s consistent search 
for innovative processes and processing capabilities, allows for higher 
customer satisfaction, as well as consistent growth for the company. Their 
exploration and use of the cloud-based Warehouse Management Systems 
has revolutionized and streamlined Babbitt’s processing, reduced work hours, 
reduced human error, and measured data that allowed for analysis in real-time. 
Auto-generated custom labels are used by Babbitt’s during their inventory 
process, allowing them to continue optimizing fulfillment processes to send 
products to customers as quickly as possible. Babbitt’s utilizes U.S. Postal 
Service Priority Mail to provide secure, cost effective, and trackable shipments, 
resulting in exceptional customer service for their valued customers.
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THE MAILING AND DIGITAL INNOVATION AWARD

Simplisafe, Inc. 
Boston, MA

Simplisafe, Inc. is based in Boston, MA, and was founded in 2006. Simplisafe 
offers home owners innovative home security systems through a combined 
Omni-Channel marketing campaign using direct mail and digital marketing. 
Simplisafe worked with the U.S. Postal Service in order to continue looking 
into innovative market solutions to gain market share and capture new clients. 
With a marketing spend of almost $12 million in 2019, Simplisafe began an 
Informed Delivery Promotion and started calculating the potential increase in 
sales and potential increase in Return on Investment over their present direct 
mail program.

Area Awards NORTHEAST
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THE SHIPPING AND ECOMMERCE INNOVATION AWARD

DribbleUp, Inc.
Franklin Square, NY

DribbleUp Inc. is an online business selling smart basketballs, soccer balls, and 
medicine balls that track and analyze your performance using a smartphone 
or tablet. Located in Franklin Square, NY, DribbleUp is quickly growing in the 
sports training field. DribbleUp has a dispatch schedule that entails U.S. Postal 
Service tractor trailers departing their facility every 2 and ½ hours. DribbleUp 
worked closely with the U.S. Postal Service to increase the size of U.S. Postal 
Service tractor trailers that pick up from DribbleUp, increasing the amount of 
balls loaded by 25% per trip. 
 
DribbleUp began using Priority Mail Cubic pricing to accommodate adding 
medicine balls weighing 6 and 10 lbs. to their sports training equipment. This 
has solidified DribbleUp’s commitment to continue growing their business with 
the U.S. Postal Service.
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THE MAILING AND DIGITAL INNOVATION AWARD

Guess? Inc.
Los Angeles, CA

Established in 1981, GUESS?, Inc. began as a jeans company and has since 
successfully grown into a global lifestyle brand. GUESS? designs, markets, 
distributes and licenses a lifestyle collection of contemporary apparel, denim, 
handbags, watches, eyewear, footwear and other related consumer products. 
GUESS? products are distributed through branded GUESS? stores as well as 
better department and specialty stores around the world. As of November 2, 
2019, the Company directly operated 1,174 retail stores in the Americas, Europe 
and Asia. The Company’s partners and distributors operated 569 additional 
retail stores worldwide. As of November 2, 2019, the Company and its partners 
and distributors operated in approximately 100 countries worldwide. For more 
information about the Company, please visit www.guess.com.

Area Awards PACIFIC
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THE SHIPPING AND ECOMMERCE INNOVATION AWARD

BlendJet
Concord, CA

BlendJet is the inventor of the portable blender, which has become a viral 
sensation with over 1 billion people reached on social media, 1 million 
customers in 195 countries, and is now the most popular blender brand on 
Instagram. During the peak of the holiday season they sold one BlendJet every 
5 seconds on BlendJet.com. Their flagship product, the BlendJet One, is a 
USB rechargeable portable blender that’s perfect for making smoothies, protein 
shakes, and meal replacements, at work or on the go. It’s been featured on The 
Ellen Show, The Kelly Clarkson Show, The Today Show, HBO’s Silicon Valley, 
and more.

Consumers have come to expect fast and free shipping, so the team designed 
the product and packaging in such a way that they could fit one or two units 
perfectly into a Priority Mail Padded Flat Rate Envelope. With this creative 
solution, they’re able to provide free 2-Day shipping to most domestic 
destinations, all from their California headquarters, spreading health and 
wellness across the globe.
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THE MAILING AND DIGITAL INNOVATION AWARD

Oregon Humane Society 
Portland, OR

The Oregon Humane Society (OHS) is located in Portland Oregon. OHS is the 
Northwest’s largest humane society, with one of the highest adoption rates in 
the nation. They rescue, heal, and adopt more than 11,000 pets each year. 
They never place a time limit on how long cats, dogs, and other pets stay 
at their shelter. The animals stay as long as needed to find a loving home. 
OHS relies solely on donations to support their adoption, education and 
animal cruelty investigation programs, and is not affiliated with any national 
organizations. 

To foster their donations, OHS created an Informed Delivery campaign. They 
took steps to connect a physical mail piece with an interactive Informed 
Delivery campaign to drive a multi-touch point digital strategy from one single 
piece of mail. This approach enhanced the giving process. Their first campaign 
raised over $236,000, achieving an open rate of 67%. OHS continues to reap 
the benefits gained by linking the physical to the digital world, thanks to their 
partnership with the U.S. Postal Service and Informed Delivery. Visit www.
oregonhumane.org for more information about OHS.

Area Awards WESTERN
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THE SHIPPING AND ECOMMERCE INNOVATION AWARD

TYME 
Bellevue, IA

In 2014, TYME invented and launched a cutting edge titanium hair curler and 
straightening iron. A top-of-the-line styling tool and now the centerpiece of 
the TYME Beauty Brand, which has revolutionized the hair care industry. This 
eCommerce focused brand continues to expand and with continued growth of 
their product line, is recognized today as a global brand. 
 
TYME ships exclusively with the U.S. Postal Service, and in 2019, spent 
$927,000 on U.S. Postal Service expedited shipping services; 98% of their 
shipments were sent as Priority Mail Express and Priority Mail, with the remaining 
2% as First-Class Parcels. 

TYME continues to innovate by designing packaging for single irons that is 
compatible with the U.S. Postal Service pricing structures in order to keep costs 
reasonable. Nearly 90% of TYME irons are being shipped to zones 5 through 8, 
making package dimensions of the utmost importance in order to provide more 
value than the competition.
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Data Driven Excellence Award
DVD.com, A Netflix Company
Netflix was launched on April 14, 1998, as the world’s first online DVD 
subscription service utilizing the U.S. Postal Service First-Class Mail to deliver 
the iconic red mailer to their movie loving customers. By 2019 the Netflix 
DVD service, now better known as DVD.com, had shipped well over 5 billion 
round trip DVD’s throughout the United States. Over the course of 20+ years, 
partnering with the U.S. Postal Service, DVD.com has been quick to embrace 
Full-Service IMB, Seamless Acceptance and Informed Visibility in order to 
streamline operations and improve delivery. 

Informed Visibility scans have allowed them to accurately measure performance 
to identify opportunities within operations. Additionally, by using return scan 
data provided by the Informed Visibility Platform, they are able to expedite the 
next DVD shipments to their customers before actually receiving the physical 
DVD returns. By uniquely barcoding and leveraging the visibility data, DVD.
com has increased the value of their physical product and increased customer 
satisfaction and loyalty.

Mystic Logistics, Inc.
Mystic Logistics, Inc., is a prominent drop ship logistics provider for mailers 
and their customers; offering an effective suite of transportation services while 
bringing scale efficiencies to bear. Mystic, which traces its roots back over 
30 years, has partnered with the U.S. Postal Service since drop ship began 
in 1991. Mystic is an active participant in the Mailers Technical Advisory 
Committee (MTAC); serving on several MTAC sub groups. Most recently Mystic 
partnered with the U.S. Postal Service as one of the organizations piloting 
Mailer Transportation Visibility. Their efforts assisted the U.S. Postal Service in 
proving the concept and helped to determine the levels of data accuracy and 
the necessary attributes for data exchange. In addition, Mystic was an early 
adopter of using Informed Visibility® Mail Tracking & Reporting (IV®-MTR) API 

NPF 2020 HQ Award Winners
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capability to obtain Container and Tray tracking data. Mystic’s partnership with 
the U.S. Postal Service is invaluable and Mystic will continue to work with the 
U.S. Postal Service to test and develop programs that will benefit the entire 
mailing industry.

Snailworks
SnailWorks, which launched in 2012, provides the mailing industry with viable 
solutions for synchronizing direct mail and online marking campaigns. Through 
the use of a web-based campaign portal, SnailWorks walks marketers through 
the process of building an integrated campaign and then provides the tactical 
tools to coordinate and deploy it. Informed Visibility® Mail Tracking & Reporting 
(IV®-MTR) is a key component of their portfolio and they coordinate both 
the direct mail and online marketing efforts through the strategic use of IV®-
MTR and Informed Delivery®. Snailworks is a valuable U.S. Postal Service 
partner providing significant insight into both data value and usage. They were 
instrumental in identifying industry priorities and enhancing the value of mail to 
grow the industry. SnailWorks actively participates in the U.S. Postal Service 
Mailers Technical Advisory Committee (MTAC) and MTAC User Groups, and 
spreads the word by educating mailers across the country through Postal 
Customer Council (PCC) events and at the National Postal Forum. 

NPF 2020 HQ Award Winners
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Informed Innovation Award
State Farm Insurance
State Farm ranked amongst the highest for mailpiece volume during the 2019 
Promotion and had a 0.80% Email Click to open Rate (ECTOR) during the 
promotion period. State Farm was an early adopter of interactive campaigns, 
starting in May of 2018. To date they’ve had almost 14M digital images of 
their mail presented to Informed Delivery households, with over 64K customer 
interactions resulting from their Informed Delivery campaigns. 

The State Farm team has worked with the Informed Delivery Program 
Management Office closely and has helped gather insights into mailers needs 
when conducting interactive campaigns. State Farm was eager to assist with 
the U.S. Postal Services’ upcoming pilot program for interactive campaigns on 
packages and have devoted significant time to help develop testing scenarios 
and file formats for the package pilot program that will launch in late March/
early April.

Citibank, N.A.
Citigroup is a global bank headquartered in New York City, servicing 200 
million customer accounts spanning over 150 countries. Citigroup’s mission 
is to provide responsible financial services that enable growth and economic 
progress. Citi’s client-centric focus is dedicated to researching innovative ways 
to communicate with customers and prospects.

Citibank, N.A., the North American financial services consumer division of 
Citigroup is being recognized for embracing Informed Delivery as part of their 
marketing strategy to integrate traditional mail with digital platforms. Citibank, 
N.A., in conjunction with the U.S. Postal Service and Intelisent, a full-service 
marketing agency based in Connecticut, conducted an Informed Delivery 
test months prior to the offered promotion to ensure success. The proactivity 
enabled Citibank, N.A., to fully rollout Informed Delivery across 100 Direct Mail 

NPF 2020 HQ Award Winners
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Campaigns utilizing various creative formats. Informed Delivery continues to 
thrive within several marketing campaigns and will continue to be utilized in 
the foreseeable future. Citibank, N.A., is also being recognized for registering 
over 100 additional campaigns in the Emerging and Advanced Technology 
promotion incorporating an Augmented Reality experience and the Tactile, 
Sensory and Interactive Engagement promotion.

Macy’s
Macy’s is America’s Department Store. Its flagship store is located at Herald 
Square in the Manhattan borough of New York City. For more than 160 years, 
Macy’s, the largest retail brand of Macy’s, Inc., has served generations at every 
stage of their lives. Macy’s customers come to for fashion, value and high-
quality products. Macy’s is proud of its heritage and the unique role they play 
in American culture and tradition. Celebrating occasions big and small, Macy’s 
has created decades of memorable experiences through the Macy’s 4th of 
July Fireworks® and Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade®, as well as spectacular 
fashion shows, culinary events, flower shows, and celebrity appearances. 
With the collective support of customers and colleagues, Macy’s helps make 
a difference in every market we serve, supporting local and national charities 
through funding and volunteer service. With fashion, value and celebration as 
our guide, and our strong partnership with the U.S. Postal Service, Macy’s 
makes life shine brighter for customers, colleagues, and communities alike.

NPF 2020 HQ Award Winners
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The 2020 Postal Customer Council (PCC) Leadership Award Gold winners 
represent the top performing PCCs in the country. Recognition is a key pillar of 
the PCC Mission and demonstrates the well-established partnership between 
the U.S. Postal Service and PCC Network that has existed since 1961.
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The PCC Leadership Gold Winners are:

PCC of the Year – Metro Market Award (inaugural year for this award)
 Fort Worth PCC

PCC of the Year – Large Market Award
 South Jersey PCC

PCC of the Year – Small Market Award
 Greater Wilmington Area PCC

PCC Industry Member of the Year Award
 Darren Lawlor, Tampa Bay Suncoast PCC

PCC Postal Member of the Year Award 
 Mark Janda, Twin Cities PCC

District Manager of the Year Award 
 Al Santos, Sierra Coastal District

Mentor of the Year Award
 Greater Baltimore PCC

Communication Program Excellence Award
 Tampa Bay Suncoast PCC

Innovation of the Year Award
 Detroit PCC

Education Program Excellence Award
 Fort Worth PCC

Membership Program Excellence Award 
 Fort Worth PCC
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The Postal Customer Council (PCC) Leadership 
Gold Award Winners

PCCs of the Year 
PCC OF THE YEAR — METRO MARKET AWARD (inaugural year for this award)
Fort Worth PCC
In 2019, the Fort Worth PCC focused on providing high quality, relevant content 
for their educational events. They embraced the notion that valuable information 
would result in increased attendance, which was exactly the case as evidenced 
by double digit percentage increases throughout the year compared to the 
previous year. Topics featured at their events included Price Change, Parcel 
Shipping, and First-Class Mail versus Marketing Mail.

In addition to insightful topic selections, the Fort Worth PCC also leveraged its 
relationships with Area and Headquarters speakers to add marketability to their 
events. This led to active participation in educational events, and increased 
support in the 2019 Stamp Out Hunger Food Drive in May. 

PCC OF THE YEAR — LARGE MARKET AWARD
South Jersey PCC
Offering educational and networking opportunities was a key objective for the 
South Jersey PCC to add value to its membership. To kick things off, they 
conducted three Price Change webinars. This was followed by a Promotions 
and Incentive webinar for First-Class and Marketing Mail. Keeping true to 
its objective, the South Jersey PCC held a meeting to recognize National 
Consumer Protection Week, partnering with the Cape May County Chamber 
of Commerce, Avalon Chamber of Commerce, and the U. S. Postal Service 
Inspection Service.

To discuss some of the US Postal Service’s newest innovations, Kevin 
McAdams, Vice President, Delivery and Retail Operations, was a guest 
speaker at a Mini Postal Forum event. This event garnered 90 attendees. The 
event was co-hosted by the South Jersey and Greater Philadelphia PCCs. 
These educational and networking efforts increased the South Jersey PCC’s 
membership to 323 and they added two new Executive Board members.
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PCC OF THE YEAR — SMALL MARKET AWARD
Greater Wilmington Area PCC
The Greater Wilmington Area PCC was dissolved 10-years ago but decided 
to re-establish itself in 2019 with an active board, committees, and general 
membership. In order to find sponsors and build upon their membership, 
numerous emails and mailings were sent out to express the vision and goals of 
the PCC. In concert, they worked with their local Chamber of Commerce and 
the University of North Carolina (Wilmington) to reach out to printers, mailers, 
and marketers for involvement and event participation. A calendar of future 
events was created and continually updated so members and prospective 
members would be informed on educational and networking events.

As a result of their efforts, the Greater Wilmington Area PCC went from zero 
members to 50 members and secured sponsors. They formed their board and 
established their committees. They held six educational networking events 
and during National PCC Week, they co-hosted their event with100+ business 
leaders, vendors, and U.S. Postal Service employees in attendance. 

PCC INDUSTRY MEMBER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Darren Lawlor, Tampa Bay Suncoast PCC
Successful PCCs require key members who bring leadership, dedication, and 
commitment to the table. These are just a few of the qualities PCC Industry Co-
Chair Darren Lawlor possesses. Darren has been on the Executive Board since 
2013 and became the industry co-chair during 2015. 

He initiated a partnership with the Rapid Learning Institute to provide monthly 
business educational seminars to three Suncoast District PCCs. He presented 
a number of educational workshops, including Informed Visibility. He shared 
information he learned from the Areas Inspiring Mail (AIM) meeting, National 
Postal Forum, and other industry related meetings. He serves as a member of 
the education, communication, and National PCC Week planning committees.

Darren’s initiative to promote the PCC Mission increased the Tampa 
Bay Suncoast PCC membership by 38%. His dedication to the PCC is 
immeasurable and he is a true PCC Champion. 
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PCC POSTAL MEMBER OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Mark Janda, Twin Cities PCC 
With resources more limited than ever before, Mark led the charge with 
the Midwest Mailers Forum (MMF), Minneapolis PCC Boot Camp, and the 
initiation of the first-ever networking event prior to the PCC Boot Camp. 
In addition, Mark was extremely instrumental in developing, planning, and 
facilitating a Northland District PCC traveling presentation, which included 
various educational workshops. Co-hosted by the U.S. Postal Service and an 
industry representative, the presentations included The Value of the PCC, The 
Value of PCC Membership, Membership Drives, and Meet the Postmaster, to 
name a few. 

Through Mark’s leadership, dedication and passion, attendance at the MMF 
increased more than 10%. Membership in the Twin Cities PCC, as well as the 
six otherwise struggling or defunct PCCs within the Northland District, was 
increased across the board.

DISTRICT MANAGER OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Al Santos – Sierra Coastal District
Sierra Coastal District Manager Al Santos leveraged his leadership role to 
successfully integrate the PCC Mission into the Sierra Coastal District’s 
operations, planning, customer experience, and employee engagement. 
From the moment Al was assigned to the Sierra Coastal District, he made it 
a mission to strengthen the regional presence of the PCC. He identified and 
communicated to his board that customer service and customer experience 
were to serve as the keys to driving participation. He attended all Executive 
Board and general membership meetings, and supported revenue growth 
opportunities, such as stamp dedications and networking events.  

Al also used PCC events as an opportunity to increase attendance to the 
National Postal Forum (NPF). This cross promotional effort resulted in the Sierra 
Coastal District leading the nation with 27 new customers attending NPF in 
2019. Al’s active involvement had a direct impact on the overall success of the 
Sierra Coastal PCC throughout 2019.

The Postal Customer Council (PCC) Leadership 
Gold Award Winners
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MENTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
Greater Baltimore PCC 
As a successful Metro Market PCC, the Greater Baltimore PCC wanted to give 
back to the PCC community by mentoring and assisting struggling PCCs to be 
more successful. To start their journey, the Greater Baltimore PCC mentored 
the Washington Metropolitan and South Jersey PCCs.

The Washington Metropolitan PCC was invited to the Greater Baltimore 
PCC planning and Executive Board meetings to learn what it takes to host a 
successful event. The Washington Metropolitan PCC co-hosted the Greater 
Baltimore PCC’s National PCC Week event. Co-hosting helped the Washington 
Metropolitan PCC acquire new members and establish partnerships with 
business mailers.  

The South Jersey PCC’s goal was to increase its membership and build 
excitement about their PCC. They partnered with the Greater Baltimore PCC on 
webinars and educational events. This helped the South Jersey PCC position 
itself as a source for industry knowledge leadership.

COMMUNICATION PROGRAM EXCELLENCE AWARD
Tampa Bay Suncoast PCC
The Tampa Bay Suncoast PCC (TBSPCC) strives to effectively utilize various 
channels of communication to keep their current membership, customers, and 
Postal partners informed of all events. The TBSPCC created a calendar, along 
with a graphic artwork campaign that would be easily recognizable. Their mailing 
campaign theme was related to the U.S. Postal Service’s Day at the Fair Forever 
Stamp image. The stamp image was placed on all communications, including 
email notifications. During the year, the TBSPCC utilized mail for each event. The 
PCC hosted 12 events and mailed over 28,500 postcard mailings throughout the 
year. For National PCC Week alone, over 7,500 mailpieces were placed in the 
mail stream. They also created generic TBSPCC business cards which included 
the TBSPCC logo, website address, a PCC email and a phone number of the 
Postal Liaison. The cards were provided to each attendee at events.   

Due in large part to the communicative efforts, the TBSPCC event participation 
increased by 35%. National PCC Week attendance also grew by 29%.   
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INNOVATION OF THE YEAR AWARD
Detroit PCC
The Detroit PCC wanted to do something different during National PCC Week 
so they created the Detroit PCC Today Show. This format allowed them to have 
multiple topics, be interactive, take questions from the attendees, and allowed 
for them to have a panel of experts. The vision was to create the stage so it 
gave the appearance of a studio talk show set. Video cameras, movie lights, 
and other accessories were used for added effect.

The new format resulted in record high attendance, new industry members, and 
new exhibitors. Attendee’s loved not having to move room to room for different 
workshops. Having the panel session allowed for open dialogue covering a 
variety of topics. The video from the event is posted on their website and has 
been a great tool to help increase membership. Postmasters are using the 
video in their business community to promote the value of PCC membership.

EDUCATION PROGRAM EXCELLENCE AWARD
Fort Worth PCC
The Fort Worth PCC started their year with the objective of providing 
educational resources to the mailing industry. They hosted a variety of 
educational workshops where they used a diverse group of speakers. The 
PCC set-up a dual tour of the plant and the Kenneth Copeland Mail Operations 
Center. At the Printing United convention, the Fort Worth PCC rented a booth 
where they were able to promote the PCC Mission and speak with potential 
new members.  

The PCC leveraged a variety of events to educate its members including the 
Southern Areas Inspiring Mail meeting, Mailers Technical Advisory Committee 
webinars, HQ Monthly Touchpoints and PCC Boot Camp. They increased 
attendance at their educational luncheons by 55%.

MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM EXCELLENCE AWARD 

The Postal Customer Council (PCC) Leadership 
Gold Award Winners
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Fort Worth PCC
The Fort Worth PCC gave its customers what they wanted: lots of information. 
The Fort Worth PCC identified a decline in its membership numbers due to 
several mergers in its region. This led to an initiative to retain current members 
and identify opportunities for membership growth throughout the industry. 
Educational events included the 2020 Price Change, Informed Delivery and 
Informed Visibility, as well as a lecture series focused on the Power of Mail.  
Consistently leveraging the participation of U.S. Postal Service HQ speakers 
and the Southern Area Vice President, members participated regularly because 
of the exclusive networking and educational opportunities available to them. 
This proved to be an effective method to drive participation because members 
saw immediate value in the events because of the quality of the information 
being shared.

Membership participation increased from between 27% to 50% compared to 
the same events held the previous year.  Fort Worth PCC effectively increased 
its attendance, membership, and overall participation in 2019, which was 
regarded by its board as a huge success.
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

Customer 
Awards
Congratulations to all of the award winners.
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